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On December 28, 2015, the Japanese and South Korean governments announced that the two countries agreed to
settle the comfort women issue. The announcement was a surprise to many as the bilateral relations between the two
U.S. allies has been hitting the lowest level for years. Domestic as well as international media responded to the news
positively. Washington also welcomed it.

There are mainly five points in this agreement. First, the Japanese government will provide one billion yen (about
$8.5 million) to build a fund that will support the former comfort women. The fund will be administered by the Korean
government. Second, the Japanese government will issue an apology with “the acceptance of ‘deep responsibility.’”
Third, with the above premises fulfilled, the government in Seoul will take the above as the “[final] and [irreversible]”
resolution of the issue. Fourth, the South Korean government will also work on removing a comfort women statue
which was built outside of the Japanese Embassy in Seoul in 2011. Fifth, both governments “have agreed to refrain
from criticizing each other on this issue in the international community.” [1]

What does this agreement mean to two countries? Will this provide closure on the issue?

Reading the December Agreement

First of all, the agreement would enable a long-stalled bilateral relationship to move forward. The two governments,
together, can now deal with other (more pressing) issues such as China’s growing military presence and North
Korean nuclear crisis. In this sense, the agreement was certainly a victory for the United States, which was reported
to have played a major behind-the-scenes role in the negotiation process.[2]

More concretely, the first two promises, including the Japanese government’s monetary compensation (#1) and
official apology (#2), show a great deal of compromise from both parties. The deal #1 could probably avoid criticism
that the Asian Women’s Fund (AWF) in the 1990s suffered. When this private fund was created in July 1995, then
Prime Minister (PM) Tomiichi Murayama promised that he would write a letter of apology to each victim. However,
the great majority of former victims in Korea (and the human rights organizations in Japan and Korea who
collaboratively initiated and led the campaign) condemned AWF since they believed that the compensation must be
undertaken by the Japanese government. They claimed that the Japanese government could convey its
acknowledgement of guilt only through official compensation. The fund was thus deemed as “an insult to the war
victims and a desecration.”[3]

The deal #2 (official apology with “the acceptance of ‘deep responsibility’”) is also critical as the Japanese
government has been criticized for eschewing its responsibility, and its official apologies have continuously failed to
be considered as sincere. There has been an observable pattern in which official apologies by prime ministers were
immediately followed by conservative backlashes over the years. In Norihiro Kato’s famous phrase, this represented
Japan’s self-contradicting national psyche characterized as Jekyll-and-Hyde. In terms of a war apology, “Dr. Jekyll
apologizes, but then Mr. Hyde comes forward and calls the Nanjing massacre a frame-up or otherwise contradicts
Jekyll’s sentiments.” This self-contradiction was partly responsible for Japan’s “perpetual failure to apologize in a
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manner that inspire[d] confidence.”[4] The pattern became more conspicuous especially after the appearance of
liberal prime ministers such as Morihiro Hosokawa and Murayama in the mid-1990s. Accordingly, viewed from the
outside, Japan never seemed to act as a collective totality.

Through the deals #3 (the agreement is final and irreversible) and #5 (each party will refrain from criticizing each
other), it is obvious that the two governments tried to bring closure on this issue. In this context, the South Korean
Constitutional Court preempted a further review of the 1965 compensation treaty between Japan and South Korea
and maintained that the treaty “was never meant to serve as a standard for providing individual compensation.”[5]

With the deal #4 (the removal of a comfort women statue in Seoul), Japan will get what it has long wanted.

Problematizing the December Agreement: Thin vs. Thick Reconciliation?

There are arguably four core elements in the process of political reconciliation, including truth-telling (and
acknowledgement of guilt), apology (including restitution/compensation), communal trust, and (eventual)
forgiveness.[6] Most simply put, within this ideal-type framework, offenders first need to acknowledge and apologize
for the past offense and compensate for the damages they caused. Then, victims, accepting (and/or empathizing
with) the offenders’ remorse, forgive the past offense. This is a very ethical action on the part of victims, voluntarily
renouncing the right to punish offenders. This so-called restorative justice approach pursues eventual communal
healing among the parties.

It is noted that memory issues have been deeply embedded in the socio-cultural milieus of the two societies.
Especially in South Korea, the comfort women issue touches upon the very core of South Korean collective identity.
Although the two governments aimed to make the agreement final and irreversible and the agreement was carefully
schemed, the main goal of the agreement rather lies in the peaceful co-existence of the two U.S. allies in Northeast
Asia for strategic purposes. In this regard, even if the two governments made successful implementations of the
promises spelled out in the current agreement, the reconciliation outcome would be “thin” at best; it could not yield
“thick” reconciliation the above four-step process envisions.[7]

Also importantly, while the deal #2 promises an official apology with “the acceptance of ‘deep responsibility,’ ” would
PM Shinzo Abe’s apology be appealing to the international community? Apology is a speech act and the question of
who performs the act is critical. He is the very person who has been questioning the validity of both Kono Statement
(1993) and Murayama Statement (1995) (although the administration has maintained that it follows them).[8] PM
Abe’s 70th Anniversary Statement last summer was also very ambiguous. It was widely reported that PM Abe
struggled to produce a diplomatically acceptable statement without compromising his revisionist position. There have
been also reports on disagreements among his advisers on how to use certain key phrases in Murayama Statement
(such as “colonial rule and aggression,” “feelings of deep remorse,” and “heartfelt apology”). Although the statement
eventually included “deepest remorse” and “sincere condolences,” it is highly questionable if it was interpreted as a
sincere apology. Furthermore, PM Abe explicitly denies “intergenerational responsibility” of current/future
generations.[9] China’s state-run Xinha news called the statement “linguistic tricks” and South Korea’s Yonhap was
also disappointed as the statement “made no new apology … falling short of South Korea’s expectations.” [10]

In this conjunction, the December agreement also lacks the concern for communal trust in reconciliation process, i.e.,
trustworthiness (or, civic trust) between (former) offenders and victims.[11] Nicholas Tavuchis emphasizes the norm
affirming nature of the act of apologizing. For the act of apology re-orients moral standards of the society. In this
regard, apology is also constitutive by nature.[12] Through political apology, former enemies (ideally) nurture mutual
trust for eventual reconciliation. Moreover, as Aaron Lazarre’s famous phrase suggests, the act of apology is the
exchange of shame and power. While the act of apology is intersubjective, it is at the same time asymmetrical: the
victim has the power to accept (or not to accept) apologies.[13]

According to Michel-Rolph Trouillot, collective apology of historical wrongs is inherently abortive as it never
embodies those original actors who committed the wrongs and who suffered from them.[14] As public remorse is only
possible by contemporary proxy,[15] apologizers and apologizees who can never truly feel the pain of the past,
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hence fail to be relevant actors. PM Abe would certainly echo this. Trouillot, however, misses one important point.
That is, “what makes a ritual effective is not participants’ ability to experience the feelings of forebears but to
experience the feelings of one another.”[16] In other words, what matters here is “the capacity to feel and express
remorse and empathy for the victims’ pain.”[17] By saying that later generations should not be obliged to keep
apologizing for the past wrongs that occurred long before they were born, PM Abe thus fails to recognize the
importance of confidence building at the societal level.

Finally, in this very context, the deal #4 (the removal of a comfort women statue in Seoul) is a potential time-bomb. As
the comfort women statue in Seoul has been established as one of the most iconic symbols of the comfort women
issue in South Korea, the removal (especially if forced) would further complicate the already troubled bilateral
relations. There are already questions raised from the former victims about the agreement.[18] It is not difficult to
foresee that the public outrage with the removal would backfire on other issues, including the territorial dispute over
Takeshima/Dokdo. In Japan, too, the public perception toward Korea has been markedly deteriorated in the recent
years. Japanese people are now more pessimistic about the future relationship with Asian neighbors and many feel
apology fatigue: why do the Japanese have to keep apologizing?

As Field cogently claims, collective apologies are in the end meant to be future-oriented: “[a]pologies are made to the
victims of past wrongdoing but for the shared present of victims and apologizers, and most of all, for the sake of a
common future.”[19] If PM Abe and President Park Geun-hye genuinely seek for true (or, “thick”) reconciliation
between the two countries, what we need to see is a future vision, or a grand scheme within which the current
agreement is contextualized. Otherwise, the December agreement would end up being another not-so-effective,
short-term painkiller yet with (potential) side-effects.
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